Wizard for
ORACLE®
Assets

More4Apps Asset Wizard is a highly productive Excel interface to Oracle Assets. Whether you
are doing an implementation, migration or maintaining existing Assets; Asset Wizard can be a
significant asset to your company.
Benefits
Increase productivity, reduce
data-entry time and costs

More4Apps offers a broad selection of Excel-based data integration
products to process information with superior speed and accuracy.
This provides more reliable, timely data delivery for users of the Oracle
E-Business Suite who are looking for the best user experience available.

Increase accuracy, by
validating prior to loading
Empower end-users to load
large numbers of transactions
Reduce dependency on
specialist IT resources
Quick to implement and
deliver solutions
Consistent look-and-feel in
Excel, easy to learn and use
Compliant with Oracle
Support

Architecture
Compatible with Microsoft
Excel 2000 and later versions
Oracle R11i and R12
Uses Oracle E-Business Suite
security
XML Web-based
Communication
No client installation
Install and setup in minutes

www.more4apps.com

More4Apps Asset Wizard supports the following types of
transactions:
Addition
Tax Addition
Adjustment
Capitalize CIP Assets
Process Modes
Depreciation
Addition -Reclassification
create one, hundreds or even thousands of assets for your
corporateRetirement
books.
Reinstatement
Revaluation
Addition Tax
- download existing assets and add them to your tax
Transfer
books.
Adjustment - identify and download existing assets to modify
descriptive and financial information. More4Apps Wizard for Oracle Assets
Capitalize - capitalize your CIP (Construction in Process) assets.

Asset Wizard
Supports many of the
Oracle Asset transaction
types
Data entry forms are
available for each
transaction type

More4Apps Asset Wizard is a highly productive Excel interface to Oracle
Assets. Whether you are doing an implementation, migration or
maintaining existing Assets; Asset Wizard can be a significant asset to
your company.
The comprehensive download facility can be used to extract asset
information for review and correction, or as the basis for new asset
information.
Extensive functionality means Asset Wizard can process many different
types of transactions:

Forms assist with data-entry
and validation (including
lists of values, date formats
and search functionality)

Addition - create one, hundreds or even thousands of assets for your
corporate books.

Forms are optional, you can
key / paste information
directly into the worksheet

Adjustment - identify and download existing assets to modify
descriptive and financial information.

Feedback returns to the
worksheet for review
Comprehensive download
functionally for
maintenance or analysis
Familiar user interface in
Excel

Tax Addition - download existing assets and add them to your tax
books.

Capitalize - capitalize your CIP (Construction in Process) assets.
Depreciation - adjust the depreciation expense directly for one or
many assets.
Reclassification - reclassify your assets on to new categories with the
flexibility of selecting the assets.
Retirement - retire a single asset, many assets or an entire book using
cost retirements or partial unit retirements.
Reinstatement - enables efficient reinstatement of retired or pending
retirements.
Revaluation - revalue a single asset, many assets or an entire book.
Transfer - simplify and speed up asset transfers between locations,
assignments and employees.
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Website:
www.more4apps.com

Contact Us:
www.more4apps.com/contact-us

Configures to Your System Set up
More4Apps Wizards read your system set up and configure the wizard
accordingly. This means that the data-entry forms can correctly
display and validate fields and flexfields (with lists of values, date
formats etc).
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Comprehensive Download Facility
More4Apps Wizards provide downloads enabling you to extract,
modify and load information back into Oracle® Applications.
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Control the Entire Process from the Spreadsheet
More4Apps Wizards are designed to be run without the need to log in
the Oracle® forms. Therefore, virtually all required processes can be
submitted and monitored from within the More4Apps Wizards.

Download a Trial Version
Download a trial version, visit us at:
www.more4apps.com/downloads
www.more4apps.com
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